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Overview 

Dungeon Take-away is a first-person single-player cooking game that relies on time 

management and resource management. It features cooking simulation styled mini-games and 

interactive dialogue. Set in a wacky and whimsical fantasy world, the player takes on the role 

of a dungeon-miniboss-turned-innkeeper.  

The player sends out adventurers into a perilous dungeon to obtain odd ingredients for 

cooking. The adventurers can be befriended and romanced in order to unlock new ingredients 

and recipes.  

 

Moodboard: 
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Audience  

The target audience for Dungeon Take-away are young adult players aged 18 to 30+. The game 

can appeal to players of any gender as the player character is ambiguously designed and allows 

room for players to create their own interpretation of the character’s identity.  

The ideal player would be familiar with cooking games such as Diner Bros (JayflGames), 

Overcooked (Team17 Digital), and the Cooking Mama franchise. The player might also have 

an interest in interactive narrative similar to visual novel games or dating simulations like 

Monster Prom (Beautiful Glitch). 

Player location is universal but is expected to reach primarily Western Europe and North 

America. The characters in the game vary in terms of gender, sexuality, appearance, and 

species and are designed to appeal to a diverse audience. 

Competition Analysis 

The possible competitors on the market are varied, as cooking games are a popular and easily 

accessible genre. Dungeon Take-away targets an indie market and will have to compete with 

titles such as Good Pizza, Great Pizza (TapBlaze) and VA-11 HALL-A: Cyberpunk Bartender 

Action (Sukeban Games). However, Dungeon Take-away brings an innovative gameplay by 

combining cooking mini-games with the social and engaging aspect of interactive narrative. 

The game intends to simulate the busy life of an innkeeper who has to run a business, prepare 

suitable food, and build rapport with the customers. 

The game also subverts expectations by departing from established norms. Most cooking 

games employ a cheery tone and style, but Dungeon Take-away combines a dark fantasy 

setting and artstyle with a comedic tone and satirical narrative, creating a unique world and 

interesting characters that challenge existing High Fantasy representations. 
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Narrative  

Story 

The player character (the Innkeeper) used to work in the Flavour Pit as a mini-boss. 

Disgruntled by the poor working conditions and the tyrannical rule of Beef Jezos, the 

dungeon’s overlord, the Innkeeper takes up and leaves without handing in their resignation 

letter.  

Once outside the Pit, the Innkeeper discovers an abandoned inn and decides to take over it and 

pursue their dream of becoming a chef. As adventurers and townsfolk roll up at the inn, the 

Innkeeper must first earn their trust and support in order to kick-start their business. This can 

prove quite difficult when everyone thinks of them as a heartless eldritch abomination (untrue: 

the Innkeeper used to have several hearts!).  

As the Innkeeper earns peoples’ trust and the meetings between Pit creatures and adventurers 

get more frequent, both factions realize that they are made up by individuals with inherently 

complex lives. They never knew any better, but maybe there is something out there that is more 

than ravenous hunger. In the end, the Innkeeper can decide to help the creatures unionize and 

dethrone Beef Jezos, running the dungeon independently.  

World 

The town of Ma’rg-Herita lays at the edge of a vast wasteland where resources are scarce. 

Though moderate in size, the town has a diverse population mostly comprised of the many 

adventurers who use the town as a final resting place before venturing off into the unknown. 

The people here are very adaptable and make the best out of the little they have. 

The Flavour Pit is located just outside the bounds of the town. Once a place for ancient horrors, 

now the dungeon operates like a mega-corporation run by the tyrannical overlord Beef Jezos. 

The town and the dungeon are dependent on one another, interlocked in a strange food chain 

system: the creatures in the dungeon provide a food source for the town, while some of the 

adventurers end up as food for the creatures. The Pit also plays an important part in the lore 

and culture of the town. 

The Inn is not a new addition to the town. It has laid in ruins above the dungeon entrance for 

many years, providing only temporary shelter to the adventurers who go inside the dungeon. 

It was the first thing the Innkeeper saw after crawling out of the Pit and, having an enterprising 

spirit, the Innkeeper decided to take ownership of the place. Pulleys, wooden scaffoldings, and 

minecarts provide access between the inn and the many levels of the dungeon.  
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Culture:  

Town races: Human, Orc, Goblin, Undead (Vampire, Skeleton), Funguoid. 

Dungeon races: Funguoid, Viscerate (various types of slime), Crustacean (crab-like creatures, 

centipedes), Undead (Vampire, Imps, Shadows, Skeletons), Reptilian (evil fish, Beef Jezos). 

 

 

 

 

Naming conventions: 

Humans: first + last. Common to contain the word ‘beef’ and for last name to refer to a body 

part (e.g. Himbor Beefchest).  

Vampire: only first name (e.g. Sanguir). 

Orc: first name + moniker (e.g. Urkund the Learned).  
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Economy: 

A great part of the economy is sustained by adventuring. The townsfolk rely on the dungeon to 

extract needed materials and, most importantly, food ingredients. Placed near a wasteland, the 

town has a limited amount of food sources. However, ingredients from the dungeon provide a 

thrilling culinary adventure for anyone brave enough to try the exotic foods (attracts tourists). 

The industry is quite shabby. Most of it is centered on blacksmithing; forging weapons and 

tools for the adventurers. Woodwork and construction is the 2nd largest industry. 

Another important source of income is entertainment. Organized fights between adventurers 

keep the crowd roaring from dusk till dawn, and so are the gladiatorial-style matches against 

creatures from the dungeon. The large arenas and the lively taverns form an odd contrast with 

the otherwise modest housing of the townsfolk.  

The main currency is the Maarg. 1 Maarg will buy you an apple. 10 Maargs will get you a can of 

soda. 50 Maargs is a good burger. 500 Maargs are probably enough for a night out with the 

squad. 
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Characters 

Main 

 The Innkeeper 

The Innkeeper is a skeleton. A former Pit employee, they have vast knowledge about the 

creatures in the dungeon. They reformed their ways and now want to become a productive 

member of society, but sometimes they can still slip up and commit atrocities (player choice). 

 Himbor Beefchest 

Himbor is a human. A former wrestler turned to adventuring, he is still a rather inexperienced 

fighter but has the spirit. He is a jock and a bit too dumb to know that the Innkeeper is 

problematic. 

 Urkund the Learned 

A very wise orc scholar. A man of fine taste, Urkund can be a little snobbish and arrogant. He 

always knows when people are lying and initially distrusts the Innkeeper. 

 Beefidora Strongleg 

Another human. She also comes from the wrestling arena, but unlike Himbor, she is a very 

experienced fighter. She is competitive and assertive. Has a sweet-tooth.  

 Sanguir 

A vampire and the Innkeeper’s former co-worker; now retired. He is campy and aristocratic. 

He has spent the last two centuries in the dungeon and is now completely out of touch with the 

times. He is very supportive of his daughter. 

 Ivory Light’ness aka Tenebra 

Another vampire and Sanguir’s daughter. Edgy and mean. Thinks her dad is embarrassing but 

is secretly glad to have him back in her life. She wants to become the next dungeon overlord. 

 Tripsnitch 

A goblin and a very inexperienced fighter. He has a massive debt that he can pay only by 

working three jobs AND fighting in the dungeon at night. He has a nervous disposition. 
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 Galpalia the Salty 

She is an orc. A disgraced sailor in search of her lost glory, she is rowdy, funny, and slightly 

vulgar. Will often order something to drink. 

Secondary 

 Prisca 

Goblin grandma. A little bit confused, she tends to wander into the inn without really knowing 

where she is. Loves soup. 

 The Most Beautiful Person™ 

Unknown species. They are the most beautiful person in the world. So beautiful, in fact, that 

they have to wear a bag over their head to protect people from their blinding beauty.  

 Moist Cap 

A literal mushroom. Has a very creepy, disturbing presence. Never goes into the dungeon, just 

lurks in the corners of the inn until sunrise. 

Tertiary 

Beef Jezos 

A human turned reptilian. Pit overlord. Cruel and exploitative.  

Dannie 

A shadowy figure. Replaced Sanguir as a mini-boss after he retired. 
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Gameplay 

The player prepares various recipes which can be stored in a cookbook. They are discovered by 

mixing different ingredients, but these experiments can sometimes fail and go to waste. The 

player can also learn recipes from customers when they reach a certain level of trust.  

The ingredients are gathered by asking adventurers to bring them from the dungeon. They 

must be managed carefully since adventurers take time to return from the dungeon and are 

not always guaranteed to succeed.  

Food is prepared through a series of mini-games. Ingredients can be: peeled, boiled, 

chopped, and grilled. These actions must be completed in a certain amount of time before the 

ingredients are wasted. The player must also handle conversations with their customer who 

will sometimes expect a fast reply.     

 

 

 

There are two types of customers: regulars (secondary characters) and adventurers (main 

characters). Regulars have limited interaction options (they cannot be befriended or 

romanced) and have less specific food requirements. They cannot be sent in the dungeon and 

cannot gather ingredients. They pay currency in exchange for food and increase/decrease the 

overall trustworthiness level of the inn depending on whether or not they were satisfied with 

their order.  

The overall trustworthiness level (hidden stat) affects all customers. It influences how 

willing people are to accept the player’s requests and order more expensive food (and rise 
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against Beef Jezos in late-game). Each adventurer can be befriended or romanced to build a 

separate level of individual trust. This will influence each adventurer’s attitude towards the 

player, the amount of ingredients they bring back, and their willingness to accept requests and 

share recipes.   

 

 

 

When interacting with adventurers, the player can request various ingredients. The success of 

the adventurers depends on their experience (which is gained by going into the dungeon, eating 

at the inn, and building trust with the Innkeeper). The more experience they gain, the deeper 

they can venture into the dungeon to access new ingredients. However, each adventurer can 

travel to a limited number of levels (e.g. the nervous Tripsnitch will never travel to the depths 

of the dungeon, while mighty Beefidora will never bother with the small fry monsters of the 

top levels). For this reason, building trust with multiple adventurers ensures a healthy supply 

of ingredients. The player can also attempt to pay adventurers as an incentive.  

The player can keep track of the adventurers through a map. All adventurers have different 

preferences and may like or dislike a certain dish. Feeding them their favorite foods or drinks 

increases their likelihood of success. Adventurers don’t usually pay currency for food as they 

instead provide their services.  

  

Initial interaction

Character requests 
food

Mini-game + 
continued 
interaction

Serve Food

Receive reward / 
penalty

Player requests 
ingredients

Character accepts / 
refuses

Character goes in 
dungeon

Character returns 
to Inn
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Ingredients and Recipes 

Recipe example: 

Grilled Jetham Roll      Spicy Slime Soup 

1 Jetham       2 slime 

2 Brittleflower       1 Brittleflower 

1 Fyegrass       1 Qandra root 

Chop Jetham       Chop slime 

Chop Brittleflowers      Chop Brittleflower 

Grill Jetham       Peel Qandra root 

Add Brittleflowers & Fyegrass    Boil together 

 Serve        Serve 

 

Ingredients: 

Provenance Name Description 

Herb Qandra Root A spicy root that needs to be 

peeled.                                  

Herb Milkweed Produces sweet nectar when 

boiled.                         

Herb Brittleflower Flavoury flowers are chopped 

and used for seasoning.             

Herb Redigwood leaf Its sour taste warns that this 

herb is potentially dangerous if 

not cooked well enough. 

Herb Fyegrass Salty when grilled, sour when 

chopped raw.                  

Slimes (Viscerate) Slime Chop them, boil ‘em, peel and 

grill, you name it. They’re the 

staple food in the diet of most 

creatures.   
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Fungoid Black mushroom cap The cap of a fallen Fungoid. 

Tastes spicy. 

Fungoid Green mushroom cap The cap of a fallen Fungoid. A 

bit salty. 

Evil fish (Reptilian) Jetham A large fish. Its meat is nothing 

special. 

Evil fish (Reptilian) Pit Eel  A smaller fish with tender meat. 

Crabs (Crustacean) Squidcrab A tiny crab used only in the 

finest dishes. 

Shadows (Undead) Shadow Essence A little bit like cheese. 

Imps (Undead) Imp tail  It’s an acquired taste. 

Skeletons (Undead) Marrow  

 

A little too close for comfort. 

Not many adventurers like this. 

Centipedes (Crustacean) Chilopoda meat  Hard to chew but satiating 

nonetheless.  

Centipedes (Crustacean) Chilopoda legs This crunchy treat is a perfect 

snack for those in a hurry. 

 

 

 


